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T

he soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus is adapted to move and
live on solid surfaces during both its vegetative and developmental cycles (1). In the vegetative cycle, this predatory organism
spreads out or swarms over surfaces to consume other bacteria
and organic matter in its environment as nutrients. Starvation
conditions trigger the developmental cycle, which involves the
coordinated movements of hundreds of thousands of cells to form
a dome-shaped fruiting body on surfaces (2, 3). In the fruiting
body, vegetative cells differentiate into metabolically dormant and
environmentally resistant myxospores (3). M. xanthus relies on
two genetically distinct forms of gliding motility to move. Adventurous (A) gliding enables the movement of well-isolated cells.
Social (S) gliding, which is powered by the type IV pilus (T4P),
requires cells to be in groups or in close physical proximity (4–6).
The T4P is a polymeric protein filament composed of pilin monomers encoded by the pilA gene. It is the retraction of the assembled
T4P filament that results in the movement of the cell on a surface.
Exopolysaccharide (EPS), another structural component on
the cell surface, is required for S motility and M. xanthus development (2, 6). M. xanthus EPS may be associated with the outer cell
surface and is thought to function as the anchor and trigger for
T4P retraction (7). Many genes have been demonstrated to regulate EPS production in M. xanthus. In particular, the Dif chemotaxis-like proteins form a membrane-anchored signaling complex that positively regulates EPS production. Deletions of difA
and difE, which encode methyl-accepting chemotaxis protein
(MCP) and CheA kinase homologues, respectively, lead to a lack
of EPS production. Elimination of SglK, an Hsp70/DnaK homologue, also results in an EPS⫺ phenotype. Interestingly, the T4P,
whose retraction is modulated by EPS, also regulates the production of EPS; T4P⫺ mutants such as a pilA deletion mutant exhibit
an EPS⫺ phenotype. It has been demonstrated that the T4P functions upstream of Dif in the EPS regulatory pathway.
In an attempt to better understand the regulation of EPS, we
carried out a genetic screen to identify transposon (Tn) mutations
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that could restore EPS production to a pilA deletion mutant. Here,
we describe a transposon insertion in a CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats) array that suppressed
the EPS defect of a pilA mutant. CRISPRs are noncoding regions
prevalent in the genomes of prokaryotes, and they have been demonstrated to function as an adaptive immune system against invading nucleic acids in certain organisms (8). A CRISPR typically
consists of an array of identical repeats interspaced with spacers
that are variable in length and sequence (9, 10). The repeats in
some but not all of the CRISPRs harbor short palindrome
sequences. Some of the spacers were found to be identical in sequence to various genetic elements such as phages and transposons (11–14). Most CRISPR loci have a set of CRISPR-associated (cas) genes that are adjacent to the CRISPR array (9, 10).
Based on the current model, a CRISPR array may acquire a new
spacer from an invading element as the first step toward resistance
or immunity. To defend against an attack, a long transcript or
pre-CRISPR RNA (pre-crRNA) is first produced from a CRISPR.
The pre-crRNA is then processed into short and mature crRNAs,
which may target corresponding mobile elements for destruction.
The Cas proteins are proposed to function in the acquisition of
new spacers and the processing of pre-crRNA, as well as targeting
and destruction of foreign nucleic acids using crRNA as a guide.
In this study, we report our finding that a transposon insertion
in a CRISPR suppressed the EPS defect of a pilA deletion in M.
xanthus. This insertion occurred in CRISPR3, one of three arrays
present in the organism. CRISPR3 consists of 53 repeats and 52
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The Gram-negative soil bacterium Myxococcus xanthus utilizes its social (S) gliding motility to move on surfaces during its vegetative and developmental cycles. It is known that S motility requires the type IV pilus (T4P) and the exopolysaccharide (EPS) to
function. The T4P is the S motility motor, and it powers cell movement by retraction. As the key regulator of the S motor, EPS is
proposed to be the anchor and trigger for T4P retraction. The production of EPS is regulated in turn by the T4P in M. xanthus,
and T4Pⴚ mutants are Sⴚ and EPSⴚ. In this study, a ⌬pilA strain (T4Pⴚ and EPSⴚ) was mutagenized by a transposon and
screened for EPSⴙ mutants. A pilA suppressor isolated as such harbored an insertion in the 3rd clustered regularly interspaced
short palindromic repeat (CRISPR3) in M. xanthus. Evidence indicates that this transposon insertion, designated CRISPR3*, is a
gain-of-function (GOF) mutation. Moreover, CRISPR3* eliminated developmental aggregation in both the wild-type and the
pilA mutant backgrounds. Upstream of CRISPR3 are genes encoding the repeat-associated mysterious proteins (RAMPs). These
RAMP genes are indispensable for CRISPR3* to affect development and EPS in M. xanthus. Analysis by reverse transcription
(RT)-PCR suggested that CRISPR3* led to an increase in the processing of the RNA transcribed from CRISPR3. We propose that
certain CRISPR3 transcripts, once expressed and processed, target genes critical for M. xanthus fruiting body development and
EPS production in a RAMP-dependent manner.

Noncanonical Role of CRISPR in Development and EPS

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains and growth conditions. The M. xanthus strains and
plasmids used in this study are listed in Table 1. The medium for M.
xanthus was Casitone-yeast extract (CYE) (2). The Escherichia coli strains
used were XL1-Blue (Stratagene) and DH5␣ pir (15), both grown in
Luria-Bertani (LB) medium (16). The M. xanthus and E. coli strains were
grown at 32°C and 37°C, respectively; 1.5% agar plates were used to grow
M. xanthus and E. coli unless otherwise indicated. Media were supplemented with kanamycin at 100 g/ml and/or oxytetracycline at 15 g/ml
when appropriate. Clone fruiting (CF) medium (17) was used to examine
M. xanthus development.
Isolation of a pilA suppressor mutant. DK10407 (⌬pilA) (18) was
mutagenized with the mariner transposon magellan4 (19, 20). This transposon contains the E. coli R6K␥ origin of replication and nptII, which
confers kanamycin resistance (Kanr) (19). pMycoMar, a plasmid carrying
the transposon, was transformed into DK10407 by electroporation (21).
Transformants were plated on CYE plates with kanamycin and Congo red
(CR) at 30 g/ml (22). Red colonies, potentially EPS⫹ mutants, were
further examined using CYE plates with calcofluor white (CW) at 50
g/ml (23).
To clone the transposon insertions, genomic DNA of a transposon
mutant was isolated and digested with SacII, which does not cut within the
magellan4 transposon (20). The digestion mixture was then used for ligation and subsequent transformation of the E. coli strain DH5␣ pir by
selection on kanamycin. Plasmids from the transformants were sequenced using MarR1 and MarL1 (24), and the sequence flanking the
transposon was compared with the genome sequence of M. xanthus
DK1622 (25) to identify the insertion site.
Construction of plasmids. Two plasmids were constructed to delete
two M. xanthus gene clusters, the RAMP and MXAN_7275 to
MXAN_7270 (MXAN_7275-7270) genes. One additional plasmid was
constructed to delete CRISPR3. PCR primers were designed to amplify
regions upstream and downstream of the target for deletion. The fragments were then joined by overlapping PCR to generate the deletion allele,
which was cloned into pMY7 using HindIII and XbaI. pMY7 contains
nptII and the E. coli galK gene (unpublished data). The primer pairs to
delete the CRISPR3 array were ⌬CRISPR3_F1 (GCATAAGCTTGCGCT
GTTCACCGGAGGT) and ⌬CRISPR3_R1 (TTCGCTCATGGAGGCCC
TGTAGCCCATCTGAATCTCCCAG) for the upstream fragment and
⌬CRISPR3_F2 (ACAGGGCCTCCATGAGCGAA) and ⌬CRISPR3_R2
(TAGCTCTAGAAGGCACGGAGCAACTCGGA) for the downstream
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TABLE 1 M. xanthus strains and plasmids
Strain or
plasmid

Genotype/description

Reference

Strains
BY802
BY850
DK1622
DK10407
DK10416
YZ601
YZ603
YZ811
YZ1200
YZ1201
YZ1202
YZ1203
YZ1261
YZ1262
YZ1263
YZ1267
YZ1270
YZ1273
YZ1279
YZ1280
YZ1281
YZ1282

⌬pilA::tet CRISPR3*
CRISPR3*
Wild type
⌬pilA::tet
⌬pilB
⌬difA
⌬difE
⌬sglK
⌬pilA::tet ⌬CRISPR3
⌬pilA::tet ⌬RAMP
⌬CRISPR3
⌬RAMP
⌬pilA::tet ⌬RAMP CRISPR3*
⌬RAMP CRISPR3*
⌬MXAN
⌬pilA::tet ⌬MXAN
⌬pilA::tet ⌬CRISPR3 att::pXY105
⌬pilA::tet ⌬MXAN CRISPR3*
⌬pilB CRISPR3*
⌬sglK CRISPR3*
⌬difA CRISPR3*
⌬difE CRISPR3*

This study
This study
2
18
44
45
46
47
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study
This study

Plasmids
pMY7
pMycoMar
pRW100
pRW107
pRW112
pWB425
pXY105
pZErO-2

Cloning vector; Kanr; E. coli galK
magellan4 mutagenesis vector
CRISPR3 deletion in pMY7
MXAN deletion in pMY7
RAMP deletion in pMY7
M. xanthus expression vector
CRISPR3 in pWB425
Cloning vector; Kanr

Unpublished data
19
This study
This study
This study
20
This study
Invitrogen

fragment. The primers to delete MXAN_7275-7270 were ⌬MXAN_F1
(GACCAAGCTTTCAACATATCGCCGTCGA) and ⌬MXAN_R1 (GTA
TTCGTTCCAGAACCGGG) for the upstream and ⌬MXAN_F2 (CC
CGGTTCTGGAACGAATACGAGAAGCCTACGGCGAGTTC) and
⌬MXAN_R2 (GCTCTAGATGTTGGTTGCGTGCATGG) for the downstream. The primers to delete the RAMP genes were ⌬RAMP_F1 (GATTACAAGCTTCTCGCTCCTGGTGCGGAT) and ⌬RAMP_R1 (CGGAG
CGAGTGGTTGCCGAA) for the upstream and ⌬RAMP_F2 (ACAGGG
CCTCCATGAGCGAA) and ⌬RAMP_R2 (CGTCCTCTCTAGATTCCA
AACCCCATGGAA) for the downstream. The resulting plasmids with
⌬CRISPR3, ⌬MXAN_7275-7270, and ⌬RAMP alleles were pRW100,
pRW107, and pRW112, respectively.
pXY105 was constructed to express CRISPR3 from PnptII, the promoter of the Kanr gene. CRISPR3 was amplified using CRISPR3_F1 and
CRISPR3_R (AGGTCTAGATGGCCTCGCAGCTTCCAGAT). It was digested with HindIII and XbaI and cloned into pWB425 (20) at the same
restriction sites to produce pXY105.
Construction of M. xanthus mutants. The deletion plasmids mentioned above were used in a two-step procedure (26) to replace their
targets on the chromosome (Table 1). pRW100 was used to delete
CRISPR3 from DK1622 (WT) and DK10407 (⌬pilA) to construct YZ1202
(⌬CRISPR3) and YZ1200 (⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3), respectively. pRW107 was
used to delete ⌬MXAN_7275-7270 from DK1622 and DK10407 to construct YZ1263 (⌬MXAN) and YZ1267 (⌬pilA ⌬MXAN), respectively.
pRW112 was used to delete the RAMP genes from DK1622 and DK10407
to construct YZ1203 (⌬RAMP) and YZ1201 (⌬pilA ⌬RAMP), respectively.
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spacers in the wild-type (WT) strain. The transposon inserted into
the 13th spacer of CRISPR3 (3SP13). Interestingly, this insertion,
designated CRISPR3* here, is a gain-of-function (GOF) rather
than a loss-of-function (LOF) mutation. While CRISPR3* restored EPS production to a pilA mutant, it led to no obvious EPS
phenotype in a WT background. On the other hand, it adversely
affected fruiting body development in both the ⌬pilA and the WT
backgrounds. The genes upstream of CRISPR3 encode the repeatassociated mysterious proteins (RAMPs). These RAMP genes
classify CRISPR3 as a type IIIB CRISPR, which has been demonstrated to target RNA instead of DNA in vitro. Deletion analysis
indicated that these RAMP genes are required for CRISPR3* to
exert its function in both EPS production and fruiting body development. Based on analysis by reverse transcription (RT)-PCR,
it appears that CRISPR3* altered the processing of the CRISPR3
pre-crRNA. We propose that one or more of the resulting crRNAs
may target the RNA transcripts from certain M. xanthus chromosomal genes. As such, this novel type IIIB CRISPR influences cellular processes, such as EPS production and fruiting body development, that extend beyond the canonical function of prokaryotic
immunity.

Wallace et al.

RESULTS

Isolation of a pilA suppressor in EPS production. M. xanthus
pilA mutants are EPS⫺ because they do not assemble the T4P due
to a lack of pilin. To better understand EPS regulation in M. xanthus, a genetic screen was carried out to isolate suppressors of pilA
in EPS production. Briefly, a pilA deletion (⌬pilA) mutant
(DK10407) was mutagenized with a mariner Tn, and mutants
were selected on plates supplemented with the dye CR. EPS⫺ colonies appear yellowish orange, while EPS⫹ colonies are red due to
the binding of CR to M. xanthus EPS. Here, we report studies of
BY802, one of two pilA suppressor mutants isolated from screening ⬃20,000 colonies using this method. The other suppressor will
be reported elsewhere.
The EPS⫹ phenotype of BY802 was confirmed by binding of
the fluorescent dye CW as an alternative EPS assay. As shown in
Fig. 1A, the WT (DK1622) and BY802 fluoresced under UV illumination while the pilA mutant did not. The genomic DNA of
BY802 was transformed into the parental ⌬pilA mutant to verify
that the EPS⫹ phenotype was linked to one locus with a Tn insertion(s). All resulting transformants examined were found to be
EPS⫹ by dye binding assays (data not shown), demonstrating that
BY802 harbors a single Tn insertion responsible for the restora-
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FIG 1 CRISPR3* is a gain-of-function mutation that suppresses ⌬pilA, ⌬pilB,

and ⌬sglK in EPS production. Five microliter samples of cell suspensions of various strains at 5 ⫻ 109 cells/ml were spotted on CYE-plus-CW plates and incubated
for 5 days at 32°C. The photographs were taken under UV illumination. The
fluorescence intensity approximates the level of EPS production. (A) CRISPR3*
suppresses a pilA deletion. Strains: WT (DK1622), ⌬pilA (DK10407), and ⌬pilA
CRISPR3* (BY802). (B) CRISPR3* suppresses pilB and sglK but not difA or difE
mutations. Strains: ⌬pilB (DK10416), ⌬pilB CRISPR3* (YZ1279), ⌬sglK (YZ811),
⌬sglK CRISPR3* (YZ1280), ⌬difA (YZ601), ⌬difA CRISPR3* (YZ1281), ⌬difE
(YZ603), and ⌬difE CRISPR3* (YZ1282). (C) Expression of CRISPR3 suppresses
⌬pilA. Strains: ⌬CRISPR3 (YZ1202), ⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3 (YZ1200), and ⌬pilA
⌬CRISPR3 pXY105 (YZ1270). The scale bars in all three panels represent 1 cm.

tion of EPS to the pilA mutant. This insertion is designated
CRISPR3* here (see below). It should be noted that the suppressor
strain, despite being EPS⫹, is still S⫺ due to a lack of the T4P.
Consequently, the colony morphology of BY802 differs from that
of the WT, which is EPS⫹ and S⫹.
CRISPR3* suppressed ⌬pilB and ⌬sglK but not ⌬difA or
⌬difE. Many genes are known to play roles in EPS regulation in M.
xanthus. They include the sglK and dif genes. To examine the genetic relationship of CRISPR3* with these genes, genomic DNA of
BY802 was used to transform ⌬sglK, ⌬difA, and ⌬difE mutant
strains. A ⌬pilB mutant was also transformed to determine the
specificity of the suppression of T4P⫺ mutations by CRISPR3*.
The resulting double mutants were examined on CW plates (Fig.
1B). The ⌬pilB CRISPR3* and ⌬sglK CRISPR3* strains fluoresced,
while ⌬difA CRISPR3* and ⌬difE CRISPR3* did not. The results
described here demonstrate that in EPS regulation, CRISPR3* is
epistatic to ⌬pilA, ⌬pilB, and ⌬sglK but not to ⌬difA and ⌬difE
mutations in M. xanthus.
CRISPR3* is a gain-of-function mutation. The site of the Tn
insertion in BY802 was identified by cloning and sequencing. The
insertion occurred in CRISPR3, the 3rd of three CRISPR regions
on the M. xanthus chromosome (Fig. 2). CRISPR3 contains 53
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Genomic DNA from the ⌬pilA suppressor strain BY802 was transformed into DK1622, YZ1267, YZ1201, YZ1203, DK10416 (⌬pilB),
YZ601 (⌬difA), YZ603 (⌬difE), and YZ811 (⌬sglK) to construct the following strains: BY850 (CRISPR3*), YZ1273 (⌬pilA ⌬MXAN CRISPR3*),
YZ1261 (⌬pilA ⌬RAMP), YZ1262 (⌬RAMP CRISPR3*), YZ1279 (⌬pilB
CRISPR3*), YZ1280 (⌬sglK CRISPR3*), YZ1281 (⌬difA CRISPR3*), and
YZ1282 (⌬difE CRISPR3*), respectively. pXY105 was transformed into
YZ1200 (⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3) to construct YZ1270 (⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3 att::
pXY105).
Examination of EPS production and fruiting body development.
EPS production and fruiting body development were examined on CYEplus-CW and CF plates, respectively. Briefly, cells were resuspended at
5 ⫻ 109 cells/ml in CYE, and 5 l was spotted on CYE-plus-CW plates for
EPS assays. For the examination of development, cells were resuspended
at 2.5 ⫻ 109 cells/ml in MOPS buffer (10 mM morpholinepropanesulfonic acid [pH 7.6], 2 mM MgSO4), and 5 l was spotted on CF plates. Both
sets of plates were incubated at 32°C for 5 days before documentation.
Examination of CRISPR3 expression by RT-PCR. To perform RTPCR, overnight cultures in CYE were used to inoculate a culture to an
optical density of 0.15 at 600 nm. Cells were harvested after 20 h of growth
and resuspended at 5 ⫻ 108 cells/ml in CYE. A CYE plate with 1.0% agar
was inoculated with 100 l of the cell suspension by spreading and incubated for 4 days at 32°C. The cells were then scraped off and resuspended
in MOPS buffer. Samples from five plates for each strain were pooled for
RNA isolation using a TriSure RNA isolation kit (Bioline). These RNA
preparations were treated with DNase I (Promega), repurified using the
TriSure RNA isolation kit, and resuspended in RNase-free water. RT-PCR
was performed using Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse
transcriptase (Promega) for reverse transcription and Taq DNA polymerase (New England BioLabs) for PCR. For RT-PCR two pairs of primers
targeting different regions of CRISPR3 relative to the CRISPR3* insertion
were used. The primers upstream of the insertion were CRISPR3_UF
(TGGGAGATTCAGATGGGCT) and CRISPR3_UR (TGCTCGTCGTC
ACGATGCTGGA). Those downstream were CRISPR3_DF (CGTCTG
GCCTTCGCCGTCGT) and CRISPR3_DR (TGGACGGGAGAAGAC
GTTCA). Only the reverse primers CRISPR3_UR and CRISPR3_DR, respectively, were used in the two RT reactions. The PCR products were resolved on a 1.4% agarose gel, and ImageJ (27) was used for quantification. To
determine the sequences of the RT-PCR products, the bands of interest were
excised from the agarose gel, cloned into pZErO-2 (Invitrogen), and sequenced.

Noncanonical Role of CRISPR in Development and EPS

FIG 2 M. xanthus CRISPR3 locus. A region of 20.1 kb at the CRISPR3 locus is shown at the top, with genetic elements drawn to scale. The arrows represent ORFs,

nearly identical repeats, each 36 bp long. Between these repeats are
52 spacers ranging from 33 to 40 bp in length. The Tn inserted
after a TA dinucleotide at the 2nd and 3rd positions of the 13th
spacer of CRISPR3 (3SP13). At the 5= end of the CRISPR3 array is
a typical A/T-rich leader sequence (L), which is where the promoter is anticipated to be for this CRISPR array. This insertion in
CRISPR3 was surprising, as we had expected mutations in or near
protein-coding sequences.
We sought to determine the genetic nature of the 3SP13 insertion in BY802. Tn insertions tend to result in LOF mutations more
often than GOF mutations. In principle, however, a Tn insertion
may result in either type. We first deleted the entire CRISPR3
array to examine if a CRISPR3-null or LOF mutation could suppress a pilA deletion. The ⌬CRISPR3 allele, which deleted all 53
repeats and 52 spacers, was constructed in a ⌬pilA mutant background as well as in a WT background. In the WT background, the
⌬CRISPR3 allele did not affect EPS production appreciably in
qualitative (Fig. 1C) and quantitative (not shown) assays under
our experimental conditions. Unexpectedly, the ⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3
double mutant lacked EPS production, as indicated by its lack of
fluorescence on CW plates. Since the deletion of CRISPR3 is unable to suppress ⌬pilA, the original 3SP13 insertion in BY802 is
unlikely to be a LOF mutation of CRISPR3.
We considered the alternative that the 3SP13 insertion could
be a GOF mutation next. One possibility is that the insertion activates the function of CRISPR3 by increasing the level of
CRISPR3 crRNA. We sought to express CRISPR3 from PnptII, the
promoter for the kanamycin resistance gene in the Tn used for
mutagenesis. PnptII in the CRISPR3* mutant is oriented in the
same direction as the predicted promoter for CRISPR3 in the L
sequence (Fig. 2). As such, it could lead to the expression of the
CRISPR3 region downstream of the insertion. CRISPR3 was
cloned in its entirety into an expression vector with PnptII and the
Mx8 phage attachment site (28) (Fig. 2). The resulting expression
plasmid (pXY105) was transformed into a ⌬pilA mutant with the
chromosomal CRISPR3 deleted to circumvent homologous recombination. As shown in Fig. 1C, the resulting strain (YZ1270)
fluoresced on the CW plate, indicating that the artificial expression of CRISPR3 is sufficient to suppress ⌬pilA. It was noted that
this suppression is not as strong as the 3SP13 insertion in BY802.
As a control, the same CRISPR3 fragment cloned in the inverted
orientation in the same vector did not result in suppression (data
not shown). These results with the deletion and expression of
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CRISPR3 (Fig. 1C) led to the conclusion that the CRISPR3 insertion in BY802 is a GOF mutation. This mutation is therefore designated CRISPR3* to differentiate it from a LOF mutation.
CRISPR3* led to defects in fruiting body development. The
development of CRISPR3* mutants was examined because defects
in EPS have been directly tied to M. xanthus fruiting (29). As
shown in Fig. 3, the WT strain formed regular fruiting bodies.
When the CRISPR3* mutation was introduced into the WT, the
resulting strain showed no obvious aggregation under the same
conditions. Consistent with previous reports, the pilA single mutant formed developmental aggregates. The pilA suppressor
strain, however, showed no obvious sign of aggregation, like the
CRISPR3* single mutant. Similarly, when pXY105 was introduced
into the ⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3 double-mutant background, it resulted

FIG 3 CRISPR3* adversely affects development in a RAMP-dependent manner. Five microliter samples of cell suspensions at 2.5 ⫻ 109 cells/ml of the
indicated strains were spotted on CF plates. The photographs were taken after
5 days. Strains: WT (DK1622), CRISPR3* (BY850), ⌬RAMP CRISPR3*
(YZ1262), ⌬pilA (DK10407), ⌬pilA CRISPR3* (BY802), ⌬pilA ⌬RAMP
CRISPR3* (YZ1261), ⌬CRISPR3 (YZ1202), ⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3 (YZ1200), and
⌬pilA ⌬CRISPR3 pXY105 (YZ1270). ⌬RAMP (YZ1203) is wild type in development (not shown).
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and the rectangle represents the CRISPR3 array. Upstream of CRISPR3 are seven RAMP genes: cmr1, cas10, cmr3, cmr4, cmr5 (indicated by 5), cmr6, and cas6
(indicated by 6). Downstream are six ORFs: MXAN_7275-7270 (MXAN_7272 is indicated by 72). Below is a closeup of CRISPR3. It contains 53 repeats
(diamonds), 52 spacers (horizontal lines), and a leader sequence (L). The double slash indicates the omission of repeats 28 through 49. The arrowhead indicates
the CRISPR3* Tn insertion in the 13th spacer. The solid arrows indicate the positions of the primers used for RT-PCR. These primers are CRISPR3_UF (UF),
CRISPR3_UR (UR), CRISPR3_DF (DF), and CRISPR3_DR (DR). The open arrow indicates where CRISPR3_UR (UR) annealed in RT-PCR to produce a
smaller product (shown in Fig. 5). pXY105 contains the entire CRISPR3 region, including 746 bp upstream of the first repeat and 1,542 bp downstream of the last
repeat.

Wallace et al.

scripts upstream of the insertion. RT-PCR was performed using the primers
CRISPR3_UF and CRISPR3_UR (Fig. 2) as described in Materials and Methods. RT-PCR products were resolved on a 1.4% agarose gel and visualized by
ethidium bromide staining and UV illumination. The sizes of DNA standards
(S) in base pairs are indicated on the left. The arrow indicates the extra band in
CRISPR3* mutants. Strains: WT (DK1622), ⌬CRISPR3 (YZ1202) ⌬pilA
(DK10407), ⌬pilA ⌬RAMP (YZ1201), ⌬pilA CRISPR3* (BY802), and ⌬pilA
⌬RAMP CRISPR3* (YZ1261).

FIG 4 RAMP genes, but not MXAN_7275-7270, are required for CRISPR3*

to suppress ⌬pilA. Experiments were performed as for Fig. 1. Strains: WT
(DK1622), ⌬pilA (DK10407), ⌬MXAN (YZ1263), ⌬pilA ⌬MXAN (YZ1267),
⌬pilA ⌬MXAN CRISPR3* (YZ1273), ⌬RAMP (YZ1203), ⌬pilA ⌬RAMP
(YZ1201), and ⌬pilA ⌬RAMP CRISPR3* (YZ1261). The scale bar represents 1
cm. The suppressor strain BY802 (Fig. 1) is indistinguishable from YZ1273.

in significantly diminished aggregation under developmental
conditions (Fig. 3). In contrast, the ⌬CRISPR3 null allele had no
obvious effect on development in either the WT or the pilA mutant background. Thus, CRISPR3* is a GOF mutation in development, which argues that CRISPR3 can function to deter fruiting
body formation. Because CRISPR3* results in developmental defects with no effect on EPS in the WT background, CRISPR3* may
influence development and EPS production through distinct
mechanisms.
RAMP genes are required for CRISPR3* to exert its function.
Further upstream of the CRISPR3 array are seven cas genes, cmr1,
cas10, cmr3, cmr4, cmr5, cmr6, and cas6 (Fig. 2). Their products are
also known as RAMPs. The presence of cas10 classifies the M.
xanthus CRISPR3 system as type III, and cmr5 further defines it as
type IIIB. Downstream of CRISPR3 are six open reading frames
(ORFs), MXAN_7275 to MXAN_7270. These ORFs read in the
same direction as the RAMP genes and CRISPR3. We examined
whether the ORFs were related to CRISPR3 function by constructing a deletion allele of the MXAN_7275-7270 gene cluster
(⌬MXAN) in the WT, the ⌬pilA, and the ⌬pilA CRISPR3* backgrounds. As shown in Fig. 3, ⌬MXAN did not alter the fluorescence of any of these strains on CW plates. These results indicate
that the MXAN_7275-7270 genes are not required for CRISPR3*
to suppress ⌬pilA and are unlikely to be related to CRISPR3 function or EPS production.
The seven RAMP genes were also examined for their roles in
the function of CRISPR3*. A deletion allele of all seven RAMP
genes (⌬RAMP) was constructed in the ⌬pilA CRISPR3* background. As shown in Fig. 4, the resulting mutant (YZ1261) failed
to fluoresce on CW plates. The EPS⫺ phenotype of this mutant
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indicates that the RAMP genes are required for the suppression of
pilA by CRISPR3*. As controls, the deletion of RAMP genes did
not affect EPS production in the WT and the ⌬pilA backgrounds
as analyzed on CW plates (Fig. 4). The same strains were also
examined for development to determine if CRISPR3* required the
RAMP genes to adversely affect fruiting body formation. As
shown in Fig. 3, the deletion of the RAMP genes alleviated the
detrimental effect of CRISPR3* on development in both the WT
and the ⌬pilA backgrounds. These results demonstrate that these
RAMP genes are required for CRISPR3* to exert its effect on both
fruiting body development and EPS production.
CRISPR3* may lead to increased processing of pre-crRNA.
How does CRISPR3* influence both fruiting body development
and EPS production? One scenario was that the CRISPR3* mutation might activate the transcription of CRISPR3 downstream of
the insertion. This would lead to increased or artificial production
of CRISPR3 pre-crRNA and crRNA. The CRISPR3 crRNA could
affect both EPS production and development by targeting the
transcripts of certain genes that function in these processes. This
scenario was consistent with the orientation of the PnptII promoter in the Tn and the suppression of ⌬pilA by the CRISPR3
expression construct (pXY105) (Fig. 1C).
Two pairs of primers were used in RT-PCR to examine the
transcripts from CRISPR3 both down- and upstream of the
CRISPR3* mutation. The first pair, CRISPR3_UF and
CRISPR3_UR, target a region from the leader sequence to the 6th
spacer upstream of CRISPR3* (Fig. 2). The second pair,
CRISPR3_DF and CRISPR3_DR, are complementary to spacers
16 and 25, respectively, downstream of the mutation (Fig. 2). No
obvious differences between CRISPR3 and CRISPR3* strains were
observed when the downstream pair was used in RT-PCR (data
not shown). In contrast, there were reproducible differences when
the upstream pair was used (Fig. 5). This pair was expected to
amplify a fragment of 441 bp. A band of similar size was present in
all but the ⌬CRISPR3 strain, as anticipated. However, there was a
smaller band around 350 bp long in the two strains with the
CRISPR3* allele. Estimations from multiple experiments with
technical replications indicated that the upper band is consistently
less intense in CRISPR3* mutants than in strains with the WT
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FIG 5 CRISPR3* mutation may affect processing of CRISPR3 RNA tran-

Noncanonical Role of CRISPR in Development and EPS

CRISPR2 and CRISPR3. (A) Comparison of the CRISPR2 repeat (IIR) and
the CRISPR3 repeat (IIIR). They have two mismatches, indicated in boldface. The last line is the sequence of the CRISPR3_UR primer (3UR)
aligned with the CRISPR3 repeat. The underlined nucleotides match the
sequence of the repeat. (B) Alignment of CRISPR2 Cas6 (Cas6=) and
CRISPR3 Cas6 over 195 amino acids. Identical and conserved residues are
indicated by colons and periods, respectively.

CRISPR3 allele. These results suggested that the CRISPR3* mutation may have led to an increase in processing of pre-crRNA upstream of its insertion site.
The DNA fragments from RT-PCR were cloned and sequenced
to investigate their identities and origins. The upper band (Fig. 5)
from the suppressor strain (⌬pilA CRISPR3*) was identical to the
one from the WT. Both were 441 bp long, with the anticipated
sequence flanked by the two upstream primers (Fig. 2). The lower
band from the suppressor strain was 351 bp long, and both its 5=
and 3= ends matched CRISPR3_UR (Fig. 2), the primer used in
both the RT and the PCRs (Fig. 6). This primer, which is complementary to the 6th spacer, serendipitously matched 15 out of 22
positions in the CRISPR3 repeat (Fig. 6). As a consequence, it also
annealed with the second repeat, in addition to the 6th spacer, to
give rise to the 351-bp fragment in the suppressor strain. The
smaller RT-PCR fragment from YZ1261 (⌬pilA CRISPR3*
⌬RAMP) was also examined, and it was identical to the 351-bp
fragment from the suppressor strain (⌬pilA CRISPR3*). The observations with RT-PCR indicate that the CRISPR3* mutation
resulted in the production of RNA species that are not present in
the WT CRISPR3 strains. We suggest that CRISPR3* led to an
increase or change in the processing of CRISPR3 pre-crRNA,
which is possibly responsible for the effect of CRISPR3* on fruiting and EPS in M. xanthus.
DISCUSSION

CRISPRs have been demonstrated to function as adaptive immune systems in prokaryotes in three steps (30): adaptation,
crRNA biogenesis, and targeting or interference. During adaptation, a new spacer is acquired from exogenous nucleic acids, along
with the addition of a new repeat adjacent to the leader sequence.
crRNA biogenesis begins with the transcription of the CRISPR
array from a promoter in the leader sequence. The resulting precrRNA is then processed to generate the small and mature interfering crRNA. In targeting or interference, a crRNA-Cas nucleoprotein complex with nuclease activity targets and cleaves DNA or
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FIG 6 Alignments of the repeats and two Cas6 proteins from M. xanthus

RNA homologous to the crRNA (10). There are three major types
of CRISPRs, defined mainly by their associated Cas proteins. Type
I has six subtypes, IA through IF. Types II and III each have two
subtypes, IIA and IIB, and IIIA and IIIB. All subtypes of types I and
II cleave DNA, as does type IIIA. Type IIIB has been demonstrated
to target RNA rather than DNA. Regardless of their targets, all
CRISPRs are proposed to go through these three steps to confer on
prokaryotes immunity or resistance to invading nucleic acids. It is
noteworthy that Cas9 and its associated type II CRISPR systems
have been developed for genome editing (31); it has generated
considerable excitement, as it has been successfully applied to organisms from bacteria to mammals and from worms to plants
(31).
Besides its ability to function in immunity, a CRISPR system
may also regulate other cellular functions in bacteria. Of the organisms possessing CRISPRs, 18% were found to have spacers
originating from their genomes (14, 32), suggesting that CRISPR
systems could affect chromosomal genes not involved in immunity. There are indeed a few such examples in the literature. DevR
and DevS, which are essential for M. xanthus development (33,
34), are now known as CRISPR-associated proteins Cas7 and
Cas5. They have been found to be affiliated with most of the type
I CRISPR systems (35, 36). In M. xanthus, they are associated with
CRISPR2, a type IC CRISPR. devR and devS are regulated by developmental progression, along with other genes at the same locus
in M. xanthus (33, 34). While the functions of Cas5 and Cas7 have
yet to be elucidated, they contain RNA binding domains (35) and
may potentially influence gene expression or directly perform
functions crucial for M. xanthus development. Early studies of a
Pseudomonas aeruginosa lysogen provided additional and more
direct evidence that CRISPR systems may regulate chromosomal
genes (37, 38). A WT P. aeruginosa strain produces biofilm and
displays swarming motility. However, its lysogen with the DMS3
prophage loses both biofilm formation and swarming motility.
Disruption of a type IF CRISPR or its associated cas genes restored
biofilm formation and swarming to the lysogen. These results suggest that a type IF CRISPR system may regulate the functions of
genes that are not directly related to bacterial immunity.
A more recent example came from a type II CRISPR in Francisella novicida, an intracellular bacterial pathogen of animals. In
this case, Cas9, as well as its associated transactivating crRNA
(tracrRNA) and small CRISPR/Cas-associated RNA (scaRNA),
was found to repress the expression of a bacterial lipoprotein
(BLP). Such BLPs are the ligands for the Toll-like receptor TLR2
for the activation of innate immunity of the animal host. It appears that Cas9 and its associated RNAs destabilize the mRNA for
BLP to subvert detection of the bacterium by its host. The abrogation of this regulatory mechanism of BLP attenuates the pathogenesis of F. novicida. Cas9 had been engineered previously to
regulate gene expression in an artificial setting (39–41). The new
discovery indicated that Cas9 can directly influence the level of
transcripts and proteins in a natural and biologically relevant context. These observations provide evidence that type II CRISPR
systems can regulate genes involved in critical cellular processes
distinct from prokaryotic immunity.
This study provides strong evidence that a type IIIB CRISPR
system can regulate EPS production and fruiting body development in M. xanthus. A CRISPR3 Tn insertion, CRISPR3*, restored
EPS production to a pilA mutant in M. xanthus. It was also found
to suppress pilB and sglK in EPS production. CRISPR3* is a GOF
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mutation because the artificial expression of CRISPR3, but not
CRISPR3 deletion, resulted in the suppression of the ⌬pilA EPS
defect. Moreover, the CRISPR3* mutation itself was also found to
have a detrimental effect on fruiting body development in both
the pilA mutant and the WT backgrounds. Our findings here
clearly indicate that CRISPR3 is involved in the regulation of fruiting body development and EPS production in M. xanthus, neither
of which is directly related to the canonical function of CRISPR in
immunity.
We propose a molecular model to explain how CRISPR3 may
regulate EPS production and fruiting body development in M.
xanthus. We propose that CRISPR3, like other CRISPR arrays, can
be transcribed as a long pre-crRNA. crRNAs are then produced by
pre-crRNA processing. One or more CRISPR3 crRNAs can target
mRNAs from genes involved in the regulation of EPS production
and fruiting body development, possibly by cleavage or degradation. Because EPS and fruiting are not typical responses to phage
infection, the target genes here can be inferred to be M. xanthus
chromosomal genes critical for these normal cellular processes.
Because the deletion of CRISPR3 led to no obvious phenotype in
M. xanthus (Fig. 1), CRISPR3 pre-crRNA is likely not produced
and/or processed at sufficient levels to affect fruiting or EPS production in a WT background. In contrast, the expression of
CRISPR3 from a heterologous promoter affected both fruiting
body development and EPS production, similarly to CRISPR3*
(Fig. 1 and 3). Because the deletion of RAMP genes abrogated the
effect of CRISPR3* in both processes, it is proposed that one or
more of the RAMP proteins are indispensable for regulation of the
targeted genes to affect EPS production and development.
It was surprising that the deletion of RAMP genes, including
cas6, did not eliminate the new CRISPR3 RNA species detected by
RT-PCR in the CRISPR3* strains (Fig. 5). In Pyrococcus furiosus,
the riboendonuclease Cas6 appears to be the first enzyme involved
in the processing of pre-crRNA (42, 43). It cleaves RNA in the
repeat 8 nucleotides upstream of a spacer. This produces an RNA
intermediate with a spacer flanked by part of the repeat at both
ends (43). The 3= end of this intermediate is believed to be further
processed by other RAMP proteins to generate crRNA, yet in the
M. xanthus RAMP deletion, CRISPR3 pre-crRNA appeared to be
processed, at least to some degree, in the CRISPR3* mutants (Fig.
5). It is possible that CRISPR3 Cas6 (MXAN_7276) does not catalyze the first processing step or that the later steps do not require
priming by Cas6, at least in M. xanthus CRISPR3* mutants. Alternatively, the Cas6 associated with CRISPR2 in M. xanthus may
partially process CRISPR3 pre-crRNA. CRISPR2 is about 21 kb
away from CRISPR3. CRISPR2 Cas6 (MXAN_7265) is 65% identical and 86% similar to CRISPR3 Cas6 (Fig. 6). The repeats of
these two CRISPRs are both 36 bp long, and they differ at only two
positions. Future studies may determine if there are biochemical
and functional overlaps between these two CRISPR systems in M.
xanthus.
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